Santa Sudoku

Each picture can only appear once in every row and every column!

Present Count

Help Santa keep count of all the presents by counting out
how many he has!
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Colour The Christmas Tree
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15 x 2
6x3
18 x 1

2x9
4x3

1 x 30
5x4

Solve the equations to know which colour to use!

10 = Yellow

20 = Brown

12 = Red

30 = Green

18 = Orange

Christmas Eve [Create Your Own Story]
Choose from the words in brackets or come up with your own ideas to complete your very own
Christmas story! Maybe you could illustrate it as well.

It was a chilly Christmas Eve and the children were sat _______________ [by the fire,
next to the tree, watching a film].
It was cold outside but ___________ inside [warm, cosy, calm]
The children were feeling _______________ about Santa arriving and were not feeling
ready for bed [excited, nervous, uncertain]

Had they been good enough to get the toys they had written on their Christmas list?
“I know!” _______ one of the children [said, exclaimed, whispered]
“We should wait up for Santa and tell him about all our good deeds this year. Just to
make sure he knows.” The other children nodded in agreement.
“I could tell him about _______________________” One child responded. [how I
washed the dishes, making my bed, tidying my toys]
“Yes, and I could make sure he knows I _________________” [walked the dog, scrubbed
the toilet, fetched the newspaper]
“We really have been very good” they all agreed.
So the children devised a _________________ plan. [devious, crafty, clever]
First they needed to make sure Santa thought they were asleep so he would still come
down the chimney. They decided to _________________________ [make a big pile of
clothes under the duvet, yawn lots and do a big goodnight to their parents, hide under the
bed with a torch]
They all carefully followed the plan and waited many hours. It was difficult staying
awake but they managed it. Thankfully they had a lot of ________________________
with them. [sweets, chocolates, popcorn]
It worked! Soon they heard the sound of __________________ [a booming ‘ho ho ho’,
hooves on the roof, someone squeezing down the chimney]
They all rushed downstairs and couldn’t believe their eyes!
Somehow, in a matter of moments Santa had come and gone! Left behind was
_________________ [a giant pile of presents, snowy footprints, crumbs from the cookies
the children had put out].
The children rushed to their now full stockings, relieved they weren’t full of coal, and
saw a special note. It said ________________.
[Nice try!, Merry Christmas!, I look forward to next year]

